HawkEye Elite®
Customer Testimonials
When it was time to upgrade to the latest and greatest model, we knew a Hunter wheel aligner was the way to go. The simplicity and technology of the HawkEye Elite® makes it easy for technicians to use. The screen helps technicians avoid mistakes and makes it easier on them, as well.

Peter Burke
Owner, Burke Automotive Service
We now sell more alignments in our new facility than at our older location, making the alignment machine even more profitable. Plus, the technicians love using HawkEye Elite®. The QuickGrip® adaptors make it very easy to get work started and the aligner has all the tools to help us save time and get on to the next job.

Mark Maitland-Smith
Owner, First Class H.A.L.T.
The HawkEye Elite® has also had a wider impact on our business – customer came in just last week with a truck that three or four other shops in the area couldn’t align. We were able to align his vehicle and perform his needed suspension work as well. When we can provide our customers what other shops can’t, we increase customer loyalty and trust.

Warren Smith
Owner, Warren’s Tires on Wheels
Let us know of your experience with any of Hunter's products or services.

Speak with your local Hunter Representative or contact us directly at mlaviolette@hunter.com

See it in action at [https://goo.gl/Y8EmcZ](https://goo.gl/Y8EmcZ)

Check out other Hunter literature for more detailed product information.